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Optimum Gear Tooth Geometry
for Minimum Fillet Stress Using
BEM and Experimental
Verification With Photoelasticity
This paper introduces the concept of nondimensional gear teeth to be used in gear stress
minimization problems. The proposed method of modeling reduces the computational
time significantly when compared to other existing methods by essentially reducing the
total number of design variables. Instead of modeling the loaded gear tooth and running
BEA to calculate the maximum root stress at every iterative step of the optimization
procedure, the stress is calculated by interpolation of tabulated values, which were cal-
culated previously by applying the BEM on nondimensional models corresponding to
different combinations of the design parameters. The complex algorithm is used for the
optimization and the root stresses of the optimum gears are compared with the stresses of
the standard gears for the same transmitted torque. Reduction in stress up to 36.5% can
be achieved in this way. This reduction in stress has been confirmed experimentally with
two-dimensional photoelasticity. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2216731�

Keywords: spur gears, root stress, BEM, optimization, complex algorithm,
photoelasticity
Introduction
The advances in the field of computational mechanics and

tructural optimization have led to the development of numerical
odeling techniques, which have been used in gearing applica-

ions to produce optimized designs of specific gear pairs �Litvin
1��. However, it is admitted �Ciavarella �2�� that since the design
arameters of each individual gear are many, true real-time opti-
ization requiring numerical stress analysis at every iterative step

s practically impossible. In order to cope with this discrepancy,
esearchers resort to the use of empirical formulas �Pedrero �3��,
r further simplify the problem by assuming loading at the tip of
he tooth �Rogers �4��, yielding unreliable results when nonstand-
rd teeth are studied.

This paper introduces a new concept in gear modeling by using
he contact ratio of a gear pair for the determination of the point of
oad application. Instead of using the standard design parameters,
he problem is simplified by using dimensionless teeth and by
ncorporating all the geometrical characteristics of the mating gear
n the contact ratio of the pair, thus reducing the total number of
arameters from seven to three. Each gear is thus geometrically
odeled and consequently loaded at different points correspond-

ng to different values of the contact ratio ��� and subsequently
.E.A. follows to calculate the maximum root stress. The resultant
alues are tabulated in a “stress table” characterizing a given num-
er of teeth, which can be readily included in an optimization
lgorithm, where all the required intermediate values can be
uickly calculated by interpolation of the tabulated ones.

The new modeling technique offers improved accuracy and sig-
ificantly smaller calculation times as opposed to the standard
echniques employed. Moreover, owing to the concept of the
stress table,” it can be readily synthesized in a modular way in
ny problem requiring the calculation of the maximum fillet
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stress. Finally the results are verified using two-dimensional pho-
toelasticity on polycarbonate plastic gear-tooth models.

2 Nondimensional Gear Tooth Modeling
Consider the pair of spur gears schematically illustrated in Fig.

1, where gear 1 is the pinion and gear 2 is the wheel. The law of
gearing �5� requires that these gears should have the same nominal
pressure angle �o and the same module m in order to mesh prop-
erly. In the general case the gears are considered to have adden-
dum modifications x1 ,x2, respectively, i.e., and therefore, their
pitch thickness is given by the following relationship:

soi = csim� + 2xim tan �o = soium �1�

where csi is the thickness coefficient of gear i , �i=1,2�, which in
the general case is cs1�0.5�cs2, while soiu is the pitch thickness
of the corresponding nondimensional gear for which the module
�m� and the face width �b� are both equal to unity.

The center distance O1O2 is calculated using the following for-
mula:

a12 =
z1 + z2

2
m + �x1 + x2�m = a12um �2�

The actual operating pitch circle rbi of gear i , �i=1,2� should
verify the law of gearing and, therefore, be equal to

rbi =
zi

z1 + z2
a12um = rbium �3�

Let us now consider gears 1 and 2 revolving about their centers
O1 and O2, respectively, and meshing along the path of contact AB
as illustrated in Fig. 1. During meshing there are two pairs of gear
teeth in contact along the segments AA� and BB�, thus sharing the
total normal load, while there is only a single such pair when
tooth contact takes place along the central region A�B�, carrying
the total normal load. Point B� is the highest point of single tooth
contact �HPSTC� for gear 1 and its position, defining the radius

rB�, is �Spitas �15��
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rB� = O1B� = �rk1
2 + �� − 1�tg��� − 1�tg − 2�rk1

2 − rg1
2 � �4�

ividing by the module of the pair, the above equation yields its
quivalent in terms of nondimensional values

rB�u =
rB�

m
= �rk1u

2 + �� − 1�tgu��� − 1�tgu − 2�rk1u
2 − rg1u

2 � �5�

From the above equation it is evident that the position of the
PSTC of a gear depends only on its geometry and on the contact

atio of the pair, in which all the characteristics of the mating gear
re incorporated in a condensed form.

The advantage offered by this approach is significant, since the
echanical behavior of every gear can be modeled only by using

ts own geometrical characteristics z ,x ,cs and the contact ratio �
f the pair �four variables� instead of using all of the geometrical
haracteristics of the mating gear �six variables�. Also the use of
ondimensional teeth further simplifies the problem as every geo-
etrical feature f on the transverse section of a full scale gear

ooth is connected with the corresponding feature fu of the trans-
erse section of the nondimensional gear tooth through the equa-
ion

f = mfu �6�
Stresses can also be calculated in nondimensional teeth

u�z ,x ,cs ,�� with unit loading PNu=1 and related to the actual
tress � using the following equation:

� = �u
PN

bm
�7�

s suggested by Rogers �4� and Townsend �5�.

Stress Modeling Using Stress Tables
All the widely adopted analytical methods rely on the calcula-

ion of the nominal tensile bending stress at the fillet of the loaded
pur gear tooth �Timoshenko �6�� and usually compensate for the
tress concentration by introducing a stress concentration factor
erived by either empirical or semiempirical methods. All stan-
ards treat the loaded gear tooth as a cantilever beam undergoing
ending and the calculated nominal stress is multiplied by a stress
oncentration factor to produce the real bending stress.

According to the standard ISO 6336 �7�, the nominal stress is
alculated by using the assumption that the critical section lies at
he point where a line with an inclination of 30 deg to the tooth
enterline touches with the fillet internally. This has a tendency to

Fig. 1 Path of contact
verestimate the maximum fillet stress and has the disadvantage
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of not considering the change of the critical section position due
to the displacement of the load along the active tooth profile as
suggested by Kelley and Pedersen �8�.

The standard AGMA 2101-C95 �9� proposes a more detailed
analytical approach to the problem, as it takes into consideration
the change of the position of the critical section, which is consid-
ered to lie at the point where a parabola with its apex at the
intersection of the load direction with the tooth centerline touches
the fillet internally. This idea was introduced by Lewis �10� and,
although it offers a better approach than the 30 deg theory, it can
still introduce considerable errors, particularly if large tooth shift-
ing is employed.

Simplified stress calculation methods are widely used in gear
optimization problems �Rogers et al. �4�, Yeh �11��, as the iterative
methods used need a simple and yet efficient tool for gear stress
modeling in order to diminish computational time for the thou-
sands of iterations required. These do not take into account the
geometry of the root fillet and the nominal stress is calculated by
assuming only tip loading while neglecting the effect of bending
stress concentration as well as of the compressive stress compo-
nent.

Numerical methods such as F.E.M. and B.E.M. �1,2,12,13� have
been successfully applied on loaded gear teeth offering increased
accuracy and reliable stress estimation. The major disadvantage of
these methods is that they require a lot of time for both the gen-
eration of the mesh and for the solution of the matrix equations.
Furthermore they are difficult program and hence require the ac-
quisition and use of sophisticated and expensive proprietary soft-
ware.

The problems and shortcomings of the above methods can be
overcome by the use of the “stress table” �see Table 1� in conjunc-
tion with the dimensionless tooth modeling presented in the pre-
vious paragraph. In order to create a stress table, a gear with a
given number of teeth �z� is selected and then a range of possible
addendum modification coefficients �xmin,xmax�, tooth thickness
coefficients �csmin,csmax�, and contact ratios ��min,�max� is set.
Each of these intervals is discretized in 4–6 values and for each
combination �� ,x ,cs� the maximum dimensionless tensile stress
�u�� ,x ,cs� at the root fillet of the corresponding dimensionless
tooth model is calculated through B.E.A. using quadratic isopara-
metric boundary elements. The calculation of the dimensionless
tooth profile and the generation of the mesh are done automati-
cally using specially developed software.

The results obtained by the analysis correspond to a single
number of teeth are tabulated in a stress table characterizing the
mechanical behavior of the gear. A representative table for 18
teeth has been calculated with the following characteristics:
Nominal pressure angle ao=20 deg, Addendum coefficient ck
=1.0, Dedendum coefficient cf =1.25, and Cutter radius coefficient
cc=0.25.

In order to calculate an intermediate stress value � correspond-
ing to a given number of teeth �z� and set of parameters z ,x ,cs ,�
not necessarily included in the stress table, linear interpolation is
used as described below:

Step 1. From the stress table corresponding to the given tooth
number the bounding values are chosen �i����i+1, xj �x
�xj+1, csk�cs�csk+1.

Step 2. From the stress table the stress values corresponding to
the above bounding coefficient values are depicted:

���i,xj,csk� = �i,j,k ���i,xj,csk+1� = �i,j,k+1 �8�

���i,xj+1,csk� = �i,j+1,k ���i,xj+1,csk+1� = �i,j+1,k+1 �9�

���i+1,xj,csk� = �i+1,j,k ���i+1,xj,csk+1� = �i+1,j,k+1 �10�

���i+1,xj+1,csk� = �i+1,j+1,k ���i+1,xj+1,csk+1� = �i+1,j+1,k+1
�11�
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Step 3. The following intermediate stress values are calculated:

�i,j = �i,j,k +
�i,j,k+1 − �i,j,k

csk+1 − csk
�cs − csk�

�i,j+1 = �i,j+1,k +
�i,j+1,k+1 − �i,j+1,k

csk+1 − csk
�cs − csk�

�i+1,j = �i+1,j,k +
�i+1,j,k+1 − �i+1,j,k

csk+1 − csk
�cs − csk� �12�

�i+1,j+1 = �i+1,j+1,k +
�i+1,j+1,k+1 − �i+1,j+1,k

csk+1 − csk
�cs − csk� �13�

�i = �i,j +
�i,j+1 − �i,j

xj+1 − xj
�x − xj�

�i+1 = �i+1,j +
�i+1,j+1 − �i+1,j

xj+1 − xj
�x − xj� �14�

Step 4. The desired stress is calculated as:

��z,�,x,cs� = �i +
�i+1 − �i

�i+1 − �i
�� − �i� �15�

The increments of the parameters z ,x ,cs ,� used in the stress
ables were selected so that the maximum interpolation error is
ept below 1.2%. This is in good accordance with the overall
ccuracy of the analytical methods employed in calculating the
tress values, therefore, a tighter selection of increments will not

Table 1 Stress

x \cs cs=0.40 cs=0.45

x=−0.2 5.730 4.818
x= +0.0 4.965 4.246
x= +0.2 4.502 3.887
x= +0.4 4.032 3.510
x= +0.7 3.729 3.257

x \cs cs=0.40 cs=0.45
x=−0.2 4.906 4.184
x= +0.0 4.214 3.652
x= +0.2 3.800 3.321
x= +0.4 3.413 3.005
x= +0.7 3.054 2.702

x \cs cs=0.40 cs=0.45
x=−0.2 4.391 3.793
x= +0.0 3.741 3.283
x= +0.2 3.282 2.911
x= +0.4 2.942 2.629
x= +0.7 2.602 2.339

x \cs cs=0.40 cs=0.45
x=−0.2 3.978 3.485
x= +0.0 3.356 2.990
x= +0.2 2.928 2.640
x= +0.4 2.616 2.379
x= +0.7 2.253 2.070
esult in a tangible increase in stress prediction accuracy.
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4 Formulation of the Objective Function
Analytical optimization methods are not suitable for gear stress

optimization problems due to the complex implicit functions that
relate the main geometrical variables to the resulting stresses. An
efficient method of solving such intricate problems is the Com-
plex algorithm �14�, which calculates the minimum of a function
of n variables f�x�, where x= �x1 ,x2 , . . . ,xn�T is the variable
vector.

In any gear pair the maximum tensile stresses developed at the
root fillet of each tooth are not equal but usually in unshifted gears
the stress developed at the pinion is greater than that developed on
the wheel. It is also established �Townsend �5�� that the root stress
is maximized when the tooth mates at its HPSTC because the
applied normal load to the profile and its leverage to the critical
section reach their maximum values. Therefore, the objective of
gear tooth optimization is to reduce the maximum stress at both
fillets assuming loading at the HPSTC.

The independent variables of a stress optimization problem
considering nondimensional gears are the following:

Addendum modifications: x1 for gear 1 x2 for gear 2

Thickness coef ficients: cs1for gear 1 cs2 for gear 2

The objective function without any constraints is defined as:

minf�x1,x2,cs1,cs2� = max��1,�2�

where �1 ,�2 are the maximum tensile stresses developed at the
fillets of the conjugate gears 1 and 2, respectively, when loaded at
their corresponding HPSTC.

Naturally, the optimization must be constrained because the op-
timum teeth should still fulfill certain operational criteria. There

le for 18 teeth

�=1.2

cs=0.50 cs=0.55 cs=0.60

4.141 3.621 3.211
3.696 3.262 2.912
3.406 3.021 2.708
3.094 2.758 2.484
2.873 2.561 2.306
�=1.4

cs=0.50 cs=0.55 cs=0.60
3.642 3.222 2.889
3.218 2.874 2.596
2.945 2.642 2.397
2.680 2.418 2.203
2.415 2.183 1.993
�=1.6

cs=0.50 cs=0.55 cs=0.60
3.339 2.986 2.703
2.927 2.643 2.412
2.618 2.382 2.189
2.380 2.177 2.012
2.125 1.952 1.809
�=1.8

cs=0.50 cs=0.55 cs=0.60
3.109 2.812 2.573
2.703 2.472 2.284
2.411 2.225 2.072
2.188 2.033 1.904
1.921 1.800 1.699
tab
are seven different constraints described below and in order to
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nclude them in the optimization procedure the following form of
he objective function is adopted using weighted residuals:

minf�x1,x2,cs1,cs2� = max��1,�2� + �
i=1

7

wici �16�

he penalty functions ci and the weighting coefficients wi em-
loyed in Eq. �16� are defined below. In general, the penalty func-
ions either take arbitrarily big values when variables exceed the
ermissible design boundaries in order to exclude them from the
ext iterative steps, or are related to the actual variable values in
rder to facilitate smooth convergence. In the latter case the val-
es of the weighting coefficients are chosen as to provide products
ixi comparable to the nondimensional stresses within the objec-

ive function and thus streamlining the process.
Constraint 1: Allowable addendum modification: The adden-

um modification coefficient for gear i is restricted between two
alues ximin and ximax depending on the number of teeth z. These
alues are dictated by common gear practice and manufacture. In
ach stress table there is a range of addendum modification coef-
cients that must not be exceeded, or fatal errors during the ex-
cution of the program occur. If xi in the complex vector lies
eyond the allowable range, the penalty functions and weighting
oefficients take sufficiently big values �i.e., 1000 which is at least
wo orders of magnitude higher than the expected optimum solu-
ions� in order to exclude them from the next iteration and if they
ie within the range, the penalty is equal to zero, therefore:

If xi�xi min or xi�xi max, i=1,2 then w1c1=1000, �1=�2
=1000;
If xi min�xi�xi max, for every i=1,2 then w1c1=0.

Constraint 2: Allowable thickness coefficients: For technical
easons the cutting tool producing the gears �rack cutter, pinion
utter or hob� cannot have infinitely thick or infinitely thin teeth
nd this imposes a constraint on the resulting thickness of the
roduced gear. Therefore the thickness coefficient should range
etween the values cs min and cs max, which are the limit values
pecified in the stress tables. As in constraint 1, in order to exclude
alues which lie beyond the allowable limits, the penalty function
ssumes the value of 1000 and 0 when the values of csi lie within
he limits, hence:

If csi�csi min or csi�csi max, i=1,2 then w2c2=1000, �1
=�2=1000;
if csi min�csi�csi max, for every i=1,2 then w2c2=0.

Constraint 3: Minimum radial clearance: In order to ensure
hat the conjugate gears operate without the risk of seizure, there
hould be a minimum allowable radial clearance cr min·m, where

r min=0.25. For the dimensionless gear i it is calculated from the
quation:

cri = a12 − rkiu − rfiu = cf − ck = cr,

where ruki =
zi

2
+ xi + ck and rufi =

zi

2
+ xi − cf

re the tip and root radius of the nondimensional gear i and ck
1.0, cf =1.25 are the addendum and dedendum coefficients, re-

pectively. The penalty functions are thus formulated: If cr
0.25 then c3=0.25−cr and w3=10.
Here the penalty function c3 has been chosen to be a function of

he radial clearance in order to help the convergence of the solu-
ion at points where the nondimensional coefficient cr approaches
ts nominal value of 0.25. The value of the weighting coefficient
as chosen equal to 10 in order to improve the convergence of the

lgorithm.
If cr�0.25 then w3c3=0.
Constraint 4: Interference: If the tip radius rki of gear i revolv-
ng about Oi exceeds a maximum value rki max so that the inter-

162 / Vol. 128, SEPTEMBER 2006
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section of the tip circle of the gear with the common path of
contact at point U defines on the mating gear j a radius which is
lower than its form radius rjs, then interference occurs, since the
tooth part below the form radius has a trochoidal and not an in-
volute form. Consequently, it should always be rki�rki max, where
rki max=OiU. In terms of the corresponding dimensionless gears
this results in the following penalty function:

If rkiu�rki max, i=1,2 then c4=max�rk1u−rk1 max,rk2u

−rk2 max� and w4=5;
if rkiu�rki max for every i=1,2 then w4c4=0.

Constraint 5: Minimum tip thickness: In common gear practice
the tip thickness is never below 0.2 times the module or tip frac-
ture would occur. In a nondimensional gear the tip thickness
should always be sku�0.2.

If skui�0.25, i=1,2 then c5=min�sk1 ,sk2� and w5=10;
if ski�0.25 for every i=1,2 then w5c5=0.

Constraint 6: Allowable contact ratio: In order to ensure
smooth and unproblematic running the contact ratio of a gear pair
should exceed 1.2. A usual upper limit is 1.8, which in 20 deg
standard or shifted spur gears is never surpassed. Similarly to the
constraints 1 and 2 the contact ratio � of the pair should lie in the
range defined in the stress tables, therefore, big penalties are ap-
plied at the boundaries:

If ���min or ���max then w6c6=1000, �1=�2=1000;
if �min����max then w6c6=0.

Constraint 7: Allowable backlash: The backlash of a gear pair
�B� should always be positive and usually optimized designs re-
quire that this is kept minimum since the thicker the working teeth
are, the less the root stress is. Although zero backlash is never
actually desirable for power transmissions, the presence of a mini-
mum backlash does not seriously reduce the tooth thickness,
hence the root stresses and, therefore, in order to simplify the
calculations the optimum backlash can be considered zero. This
can be expressed in terms of a penalty function, suitably big be-
yond the permissible boundaries, as

c7 = B and w7 = 1000.
Fig. 2 The optimization algorithm
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After the formulation of the objective function the algorithm
escribed in Fig. 2 is executed.

Results and Discussion
The optimization method described above has been imple-
ented on various combinations of a 20 deg involute pinion with

2 teeth meshing with gears having 15, 18, 22, 28, and 50 teeth.
he stress tables were first constructed for all the above-described
umbers of teeth and for the optimization algorithm the following
arameter values were used: 	=1
10−4 �tolerance�, �=1.2 �re-
ection coefficient�, �=1.0 �expansion coefficient�, �=2.0 �con-

raction coefficient�. The parameter values were chosen so as to
rovide quick convergence and stability of the algorithm.

In Fig. 3 the values of the maximum root stress for the nondi-
ensional pinion with 12 teeth and its conjugate gears with 18–50

eeth are plotted. In this figure it can be observed that the maxi-
um pinion stress �gear 1� is always greater than the maximum

tress on the mating wheel �gear 2� in the case of standard gears
hile these stresses are equal in the case of optimized gears. In
ig. 4 the percent reduction of the maximum root stress offered by

he optimum design is plotted for pinion teeth equal to 12 and gear
eeth from 18 to 50. The maximum reduction in the fillet stress is
chieved for a pinion with 12 teeth and a gear with 50 teeth and
eaches 36.5%.

The total computational time is 95 s on a 1.6 GHz Pentium IV
ased system. The optimization algorithm used a complex of m
1000 vectors and reached the optimum solution after i=29 itera-

ions performing over 40,000 stress calculations. By following the

Fig. 3 Nondimensional root stress for z1=12 pinion teeth
Fig. 5 Photoelastic fringe patterns
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standard methodology performing full gear modeling �run time
1.6 s�, mesh generation �run time 0.4 s� and BEA �run time 19 s�
at each iterative step, this would result in a total run time of more
than 40,000
 �1.6+0.4+19�=840,000 s or 233 h, which is too
much.

The optimum design has been experimentally verified using
two-dimensional photoelasticity �15�. The specimens corre-
sponded to shifted involute gear teeth and they were made of
special polycarbonate material. The fillet stresses were experimen-
tally measured on a circular plane polariscope under both white
and monochromatic sodium light. The loading was exerted on the
specimen with a specially designed mechanism in order to ensure
that the load is always normal to the profile and that frictional
forces are not present. The photoelastic study included not only
the optimum specimens but also specimens corresponding to the
nominal �unshifted� teeth and teeth cut according to other stan-
dards for comparison. The experimental results are in excellent
agreement with the numerical predictions �maximum deviation of
3.6%� and the new design offers a decrease of the maximum fillet
stress ranging from 13.5% to 36.5% depending on the geometrical
characteristics of the gear pair. The measured difference between
the pinion and the gear fillet stress never exceeds 1.8%.

In Fig. 5 three different pinion tooth specimens correspond to a
28-tooth pinion / 50-tooth wheel pair. The left tooth design is the
proposed optimum geometry, the central tooth corresponds to the
AGMA standard recommendation for minimum fillet stress and
the right is according to the FZG recommendation for minimum

Fig. 4 „%… Reduction of the root stress for optimum gears
„pinion with 12 teeth…
on sample gear-tooth models
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llet stress. All specimens are loaded at their HPSTC with pro-
ressively increasing normal load until a third-order isochromatic
ringe appears at the root fillet critical section, meaning that all
pecimens develop the same principal �maximum tensile� stress at
hat point. From the experiment it is easily deduced that the load-
earing capacity of the optimum design is increased by 14% com-
ared to the AGMA recommendation and by 27% compared to the
ZG recommendation.
This technique has been already successfully incorporated in a

umber of gear optimization problems and its results are in good
greement with photoelastic investigations �15�.

Conclusions
In this paper the concepts of the nondimensional gears and the

tress tables have been introduced and used for gear stress opti-
ization with the Complex algorithm. The nondimensional gears

re used in order to decrease the total number of the optimization
arameters by introducing the contact ratio of the pair as the pa-
ameter defining completely the point of loading. This reduction
n the number of parameters enabled the tabulation of the maxi-

um root stress developed on each nondimensional gear with a
iven number of teeth for different values of addendum modifica-
ion, pitch thickness and contact ratio using BEM. During the
terative optimization procedure, the stress values for different
ombinations of the geometrical parameters of the conjugate gears
f the pair were calculated from interpolation of the tabulated
alues at high speed and with satisfactory accuracy. In this way,
he run time decreased dramatically �in the order of 8000 times�
ompared to the standard approach without any effect on the ac-
uracy.

Therefore, the proposed modeling provides the design engineer
ith a fast, productive, reliable, and easy to implement tool for

olving gear stress optimization problems and calculating gear
tresses at cases not covered satisfactorily by the existing stan-
ards.

omenclature

ear Description
�o  pressure angle
a12  center distance

b  tooth width
cc  cutter radius coefficient
cf  dedendum coefficient
ck  addendum coefficient
cs  thickness coefficient factor
�  contact ratio
m  module

PN  normal force
rb  operating pitch radius
rg  involute base radius

rk  outside radius
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�  bending stress at tooth critical cross section
so  tooth thickness at pitch circle
tg  base pitch
x  addendum modification coefficient
z  number of teeth

Indices
u  ref. to nondimensional gear
i  ref. to gear no. i

Optimization
f  objective function
x  vector of optimization variables
c  penalty function
w  weighting coefficient

Complex Algorithm
	  tolerance
�  reflection coefficient
�  expansion coefficient
�  contraction coefficient
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